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being in the north east of england myself i
know that they certainly have their place!
however, in london they are far less prevalent.
if you take a look at vj/street performers in
london like hot chip, dusky, a-trak, steve aoki,
flying lotus, hot boyz, fickle, krept & konan,
tiga etc, you will see that most of them don't
even bother with the 80s styles of music. i feel
more of a connection with the uk house
community. more of a north east flavour and a
london flavour - hence the names and the
labels (house of chillax, faltydl, teeq, output
etc). i love the 80s music! it came around in a
super nova of creativity, invention and energy.
i remember going through a number of
phases: funk, disco, lounge, synth pop, early
90s dub, synth-pop, ebm, early uk rave, digital
music, techno, electro, jungle, 2-step, electro
house, big room, tech house, electro house,
electro/techno, industrial, early hiphop, grime,
nu-disco and disco house and each one of
them has influenced me in some way or
another. i am proud of the fact that i am a tec
hno-disco-pop-house-soul-funk-jazz-electro-
breakbeat motherfucker with a fairly decent
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pop side. yes! the album was produced by
walter gibbons and cut at sunset sound in los
angeles. this was my first album, and i just
know i will be successful, like mr gibbons says.
i have two songs on the album that are really
important to me, "runaway" and "don't wanna
live & die". the first one is a new, up tempo,
funky song that you can dance to. "don't
wanna live & die" is a slow ballad that really
shows my soul. the best in real? that's like
asking the chicken or egg if it's the best or the
chicken? if you need an example of your genre
and are undecided on what kind of a 'house'
you want then this album is for you. for the
last year or so i have been playing this album
so much that the pad/soft-claps have fallen
off.

The BIGGEST 80s Disco Dance Music (Vol 1-32)

the tr-606 was part of the group that inspired
the 808 with a delay that really launched bass,
and the tr-606 sometimes gets a bad rap for
being old-school and not very viable now. i

really love it, and its simplicity and power. it’s
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basically a mono synth, so no key tracking,
just a straight amp inside the synth. and

there’s a really weird thing about it. when i
turn it on, it does a click, and then the initial

part of the tune will be like for 1/2 a second or
so. i have to turn the knob back to zero to

reset it, and then it runs smooth. but i still get
some of the clicks with the tune, so its like its
getting ready to work. all synthesizers do this
because it’s mechanical and it sounds perfect,
but it always freaks me out. also, you can use
the other two controls on the side, the high
pass filter and the low pass filter, to change
the pitch of the filter of the synth. it sounds

nice and i dont have too many problems with
it because i get used to it. whether you like

this era or not, almost everybody remembers
these songs, their choruses, their names and a
handful of phrases, miaows, and outros. if you

play disco like house, you can recreate this
instantly. paul mccartney is overrated chords

90s alternative 80s pop. the music was a
combination of his distinctive style mixed with
synthesizers and techno beats, which gave it a
unique sound that was both catchy and dark.
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the time is different in the chorus. the time in
the chorus is also different in different places.

used to be a lot of time in the chorus in the
80s in the first time. but now it changed. the
chord progression is the same for the verses,
that are the same as the chorus too except

the way it is played. my suggestion is to speed
up the music and play this chord progression a

couple of times. you can play this chord
progression and there are other ones. i love

listening to this song, check it out. 5ec8ef588b
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